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Dear Ascending Family,
This year begins the change in the law of structure in the planetary body referred to as
Morphogenesis, which gives us opportunities to explore how these structural changes in energy
to matter impact our manifestations. The physical body is extremely important during this stage,
as what we are here to shift on the earth can only happen while we remain inside an ascending
human body. We will look at the agenda behind Transhumanism to interfere with the true higher
consciousness embodiment process during the Ascension Cycle. We will discuss the multiple
sections of the bifurcated earth, changes in Guardian groups and the Rise of the Paliadorians,
where some will begin to embody higher DNA imprints in order to return the earth to the rightful
benevolent stewardship of loving Guardians.
As we move into the next five years, which are defined as the Morphogenesis stage of the
Ascension Cycle, we are encountering drastic geomagnetic recalibration and structural changes
within the planetary architecture that begin new stages of higher consciousness coming into
physical Embodiment at multiple layers of awareness. As more of the internal circuity between
the multidimensional layers of the mind are reconnected, the splits that existed between the
mental body layers start to merge and unify, thus potentially shifting the perceptual experiences
of each individual, as they begin to embody more unique dimensions of personal consciousness.
What happens when the unconscious mind, pain body and astral mind streams start to merge
into the conscious mind perceptions of the individual and into the collective consciousness?
Theoretically the result is basic Embodiment that begins the soul integration merge within the
expression of the physical vehicle. However, in the next five-year cycle we are about to find out
what it looks like at a mass scale. That content which has been existing in the lower collective
unconsciousness streams, or consciousness that exists within the state of sleep-stasis, is awakening
now and becoming more conscious, surfacing at global levels. The ante has been raised which
means all of us have to up our game, as we are being pushed to the next level of our spiritual
development, no matter what stage we are in, we must embody. We are adjusting to live in the
discomfort of the void, entering the state of no-thing-ness as we are profoundly dropping density,
so we can anchor into our new location in the timeline. As a result our biorhythms and life style
may change drastically this year. Its Embodiment or bust!
When we integrate and embody more aspects of the multidimensional higher self we also
access higher dimensions of consciousness, thus our experience and perception of the physical
realm greatly changes. As we acclimate to the current planetary shifts it can feel incredibly
disorientating and physically uncomfortable, and at times we may experience great energetic
pressure inside the body that may feel overwhelming. The sensations of massive pressure exerted
upon the physical body has been described as oscillation to vibration incompatibilities, another
ascension symptom. This occurs during the Embodiment process as we endure electromagnetic
recalibration between the particle layers of matter vibration and higher frequency oscillations
throughout the collective consciousness blueprint levels.

At whatever level of consciousness and personal blueprint we have incarnated with on the
earth, every human being is being pushed into the next level of their
personal Embodiment process, to fulfil their higher spiritual identity potential. For each person,
the Embodiment process is unique, and yet the majority of the collective consciousness on earth
is undergoing stages of soul triad merging with relative integration phases to finally embody the
soul layers. The pressure to embody will be experienced differently for many 3D people, who
may experience it as intense internal anxiety or physical symptoms that can be easily labelled as
medical issues, but they are unable to get to the root of the cause. This phase is most difficult
for those people that are polarized in their inner masculine, and have shut down sensory feelings
which disconnect them from their overall body awareness. The physical body is extremely
important during this stage, as what we are here to shift on the earth can only happen while we
remain inside an ascending human body.
Many people will be required to effectively slow down and relax, to simplify their lives and
just breathe, and even to isolate themselves from others as the pressure to authentically embody
the higher self continues. In the first stages towards Embodiment many people must slowdown
and conserve in order to release energy blocks in the physical body that have been conditioned
from accumulative harmful habits in 3D society, such as patterns of emotional pain or mental
anxiety by continually pushing themselves into high stress situations. To successfully undergo
embodiment, without making ourselves sick with stress and pressure, we must surrender into
relaxation and learn to develop body awareness, to experience the sensations and feelings that
happen in the movements of our body.
Embodiment is becoming consciously aware of our own biological patterns, their origins, and
opening to the possibilities in how we can work to clear and heal them. What is our body’s
wisdom communicating to us now? When we listen to our body’s needs and are willing to develop
present moment body awareness, we are opening up our heart in order to register deeply felt
sensations and impressions. Body awareness opens up the possibility of direct cellular knowing
that relays intelligent information. We are also learning the importance of self-care and self-love
as the necessary core components of cultivating higher spiritual and emotional development that
finally allow us to experience authentic embodiment.
When we are in the process of Embodiment we are connecting to the most authentic part of
ourselves in the moment by allowing the honest observation of sensations, emotions and feelings
that are happening in our body without judgment or suppression. When we allow ourselves to
embody, we are more available to be fully present with our life experiences, thus we feel more
grounded, centred and connected in our life and with others. Our physical body holds the
intelligence and feelings that gives us the map to unlock our authentic self by peeling away the
layers of painful or negative patterns, if we are willing to observe ourselves and put forth the
effort.
This year begins the change in the law of structure in the planetary body which impacts the
quality of raw material, the quality of consciousness energy used, along with the quality of intent
that is manifested through a human being in the physical realm. This theme
explores Embodiment throughout creation, the bringing of pure raw materials, pure
consciousness and spirit into matter that has remained protected from artificial intelligence
corruption. This year gives us opportunities to explore how these structural changes in energy to

matter impact our manifestations, and how our light work projects are being protected from
negative attack through the dedicated practice of the Law of One principles.
Embodiment Controversy
Currently, there are substantial disagreements between the many different anti-soul
philosophies, like the cognitive sciences that attempt to define the meaning of embodiment.
What does it mean to say that the higher mind is embodied? Generally, the sciences describe the
functional role the brain has for computational processing and the body’s purpose for connecting
the external environment with the internal biology, which generate random yet meaningful
symbolic representations for that person. The human body in this academic definition is reduced
to a soulless, yet intelligent biological machine taking input from the physical universe with an
automated computational brain. The deeper meaning of embodiment is not fully understood by
the uninitiated and unconscious, it only begins to occur during soul integration, which leads into
sensory experiences of multidimensional awareness.
Thus, when speaking of any level of Embodiment, the basis of comprehension must start with
the reality of the existence of the Soul and Spiritual anatomy that is inside every living creature.
A person will not deeply comprehend the nature of authentic Embodiment until they have
experienced levels of soul-spirit integration within their physical self. Unfortunately, many people
may have undergone earlier phases of embodiment without the comprehension that this is the
explicit function of their spiritual layers, which then ripple out impacts that shift their
perceptions, beliefs and life experiences. People change greatly when they have authentically
embodied their spiritual layers, thus life altering changes in career, residence and relationships are
usually the result of some level of the spiritual embodiment process.
Without comprehending the necessity of including the soul-spirit anatomy as inherently
defining the deeper meaning of intelligent consciousness coming into physical Embodiment, in
most circles the term is profoundly misinterpreted. Intelligent consciousness that makes up the
anatomy of the soul-spirit bodies are fully responsible for animating the human body and brain
with levels of intelligence that become increasingly and sequentially embodied through the
mechanics of the biological spiritual ascension process.
AI Interferes with Embodiment
Additionally, Transhumanism generally seeks to explain the body and brain function as purely
computational machinery that is responsible for our cognitive capacities and informational
processing. Its proponents believe these are what make the merge of artificial intelligence
technology with the human body a positive technological advancement towards humanity’s future
evolutionary direction. Nothing is further from the truth.
The real agenda behind Transhumanism is to interfere with the true higher consciousness
embodiment process during the Ascension Cycle, by sublimating higher consciousness
embodiment to be replaced with the insertion of artificially intelligent machines and virtual
realities.

Ideally, the Black Suns want to integrate mass technological fusion into the human bioneurological matrix through an assortment of high tech propaganda, like mind uploading for
achieving immortality, before people wake up to the damaging effects it has on higher
consciousness embodiment and translocation. Mind uploading effectively locks down people’s
consciousness body into controlled virtual reality systems in which they cannot leave, and this
has occurred to some humans in the future timelines. Artificial intelligence devices and
technological machines that are merged with the incarnated human body and brain repel the
higher mind matrices of the spiritual consciousness, preventing higher consciousness from
coming into actual physical Embodiment. Therefore, in the next few years the global push
towards integrating transhumanism will be more aggressive in the blended realities on earth,
through bio-technology and pharmaceuticals enmeshed with the AI agenda rolled into high tech
consumer products marketed to niche groups in a variety of social media. This is to attempt to
further thwart higher consciousness embodiment potentials and prevent translocation abilities in
the human public. Translocation happens in sleep state, where it is possible for spontaneous
translocation to occur during soul integration, without the person actually willing it to happen.
Enormous global online platforms with free access to mass social media are used to spread
harmful conditioning steering evolution towards transhumanism and brainwashing agendas
carried out by intelligence agencies. Please be hypervigilant and discerning about the direction of
personal energy and attention that is given towards any of these social networking and mass media
news platforms.
Astral Sleep State Law of One Curriculum
To help support the earth during these chaotic times, selected inhabitants that have given
consent for receiving assistance to free themselves from NAA mind control, will begin a global
re-education to humanitarian values, which is provided to learn and study the Law of One
principles upon the Astral Plane and during sleep state. Through recent shifts that have impacted
the core morphogenetic blueprints and vertical staff alignment in planet earth, we have direct
access through the Neutron Window leading to assorted Guardian Defender-Sentinel Groups
from the Interdimensional Free World Councils (IFWC). These Guardian Groups are from the
God Worlds and oppose deception, mind control and slavery of all life forms, and thus protect
spiritual freedom. Recently, the planet has received changes in appointing more Guardian
Defenders and Krystic facilitators from the IFWC at every dimensional level of access. They are
responsible for the recovery platform, which services the rehabilitation and education towards
Service to Others, and teaches basic ascension mechanics.
These Krystic Guardians are masters of teaching and healing that agreed to come to Earth to
help disseminate more of the Law of One records to humanity, so that humanity can reclaim
their history and origins. The astral re-education program is to help prepare for the eventual
disclosure of the accurate events of what has happened to the Earth, such as mass Satanic control,
human trafficking and paedophilia integrated into the global criminal economic system that is
run off planet by non-terrestrial interests. The astral mind re-education sleep state program is to
help increase stabilization and coherence throughout the 3D physical rehabilitation process that
guides soul groups into their personal higher embodiment potential. As soul groups are
undergoing education during sleep state in the astral realms, over time this information will start

to become more present in the conscious mind awareness. Yet they may not be fully aware that
they are in a Krystal Star Guardian Hosted Law of One Ascension Curriculum during sleep time.
The Law of One comprises the necessary principles of behavior, practices and belief systems
that humanity is required to learn in order to achieve spiritual freedom and sovereignty, by
committing to re-educate themselves to expand consciousness into higher frequency realities that
allow them to progress into the future GSF Timelines, during the Ascension Cycle. Global reeducation curriculums in sleep state begin this year.
Basic Embodiment Starts with Body Awareness
Therefore, real Embodiment only happens when the higher consciousness bodies are able to
come into the physical realm, which means to fully align, embody and seat within the physical
body itself. Currently, the structural changes as a result of the bifurcation within the past, present
and future planetary realms, impacts all human beings towards greater embodiment levels of their
soul, monadic and higher spiritual layers.
Embodiment is about becoming more conscious and aware about our body and mind, and
how they really function together in direct partnership with our consciousness access level. As we
ascend, we are becoming more self-aware in a first-person experience that is recognizing more of
what is actually happening within our body and mind, at the same time we are traveling within a
group consciousness experience. Through dedicated self-observation we can pay attention to
many different layers of consciousness patterns, reactions and stimulus that are occurring
simultaneously and extend throughout the physical, mental, emotional or spiritual bodies. The
earlier stages of authentic embodiment levels are dependent on developing self-awareness, as the
more deeply we know ourselves, and we know our body and how its functions, the deeper we can
go into the spiritual embodiment stages. If we do not observe our deepest motivations, self-talk
and pay attention to our bodily reactions, we cannot truly know ourselves and this generates inner
disconnection that blocks the integrative embodiment process.
Embodiment begins to happen within the consciousness layers as one becomes more selfaware of what the body is doing during a variety of different contexts that we encounter in life.
These are the situations, experiences, relationships, our memories and history, the social and
cultural lenses that we filter through our personality to make sense of the world. Through all of
these layers of context that we are exposed, we have many memories and beliefs recorded in our
physical body and nervous system from the experiences that come with those sensations and
feelings, that are all interconnected.
Thus Embodiment goes hand in hand with dedicated self-awareness and by making the
commitment to be in the observer consciousness, to watch and listen to our body and mind by
paying attention to exactly what it is doing and feeling in the moment to moment. We learn that
the mind’s contents and beliefs will reflect in our unconscious or automatic reactions to any
external stimulus, and thus we observe these reactions, because we want to know ourselves more
deeply in order to be free of unconscious blockages that thwart embodiment.
The first stage of authentic embodiment begins with moments of saturating concentrated
focus upon the present moment awareness of the body’s sensations, whereby recognizing the

body’s language, feelings and reactions are the sum reflection of the buried contents of the mind.
Automatic reactions in our body can notify us of deeper context and belief that are carried within
some area of the mind and this content takes shape within the form of the body’s posture, gestures
or movements in some way. Most people are disconnected from the unified relationship that
exists between their body and the layers of their mind, and so cultivating deeper awareness of the
body’s sensations and movements, while noting complex deeper feelings that arise is important
in developing self-awareness, as well as progressing into the stages of the higher embodiment
process.
When we cultivate body awareness in this way, it allows us to make positive growth changes
in ourselves, because from observation, we have become aware of what we needed to change to
become healthier or more balanced. It is nearly impossible to make positive changes in our lives

when we are not aware of the changes we need to make, because we are unconscious of the areas
that need improvement. If a person has little body awareness, combined with little self-awareness
of the consequences of their thoughts and actions, they generally remain unconscious to what
they need to do in order to free themselves from pain or to better help themselves.
Consequently, developing self-awareness in the present moment by paying attention to the
body is the key to making positive changes within ourselves that can ripple positive impacts, that
greatly improve the quality of our lives. As we have more present moment body awareness we
start to experience the physical body we inhabit, knowing that it is the vehicle for our mind,
consciousness and spirit to express through in order to travel through time. Everything we
experience has greater purpose for lessons and gaining knowledge about the inner spirit traveling
in the material world. As we start to experience this inner knowing as a reality in our day to day
life, we become more embodied, connecting with higher aspects that find expression through us
that expand our consciousness. We are continually growing by learning more about ourselves and
embracing change in the process of being more deeply authentic.
•

Embodiment means to feel how it feels to be in your body and to be conscious
of those feelings, paying attention to recurring patterns that may be disempowering and
limiting. Only when we can see these patterns and how they influence us, we can change
them.
•
Dedicate to explore improved body awareness through observation of sensations,
feelings and experiences that are happening in your body moment to moment. Pay
attention to impressions that you feel in bodily movements and reactions, where does
your body hold stress and constrict? Where in your body do you feel more relaxed and
open? What can you do to more deeply connect with your bodily awareness?
•
Slow down and find ways to move your body that feels positive and joyful, such
as dancing, swimming, deep breathing, connecting with nature and allowing something
harmless to feel pleasurable and be enjoyable.
•
Practice and explore what it means to be embodied by being authentic and true
to your experience in any context that you may find yourself. Your experiences are valid
and important in the authentic embodiment process. When we deny feelings and
experiences we’ve had, we deny the truth, which blocks embodiment.
•
Make the commitment to become fully embodied by being as authentic and
truthful as you can be in all circumstances. As you grow and change, your version of

authentic expression will also continue to grow and change. Accept change as necessary
for continual authentic embodiment.
•
Disregard labels of acceptable or nonacceptable themes that describe terms that
are spiritual, conscious or awakened, in the positive or negative. Instead focus fully on
really what you are feeling in the moment and finding the most authentic and
compassionate expression for it.
•
Pay attention to your reactions in your body as they reveal places where you still
may be hiding something from yourself and others because you are afraid. Be willing to
face what it is that you may be hiding and attempt to describe it so you can learn to
overcome the fear that feeds it.
•
When people in our life such as friends or family members are relating to us in
past images or inauthentic ways, gently invite them to know the real you, share something
that is your authentic self and then ask them to be real with you. In the embodiment
process, we want to relate with others who also value authenticity and support this path
along with us.
•
Participate in body awareness centred activities. Research therapies and
educational material online that may be highly supportive now. Find areas that interest
you, such as body work, fascial and tissue release, somatic therapy, methods that focus on
embodying presently through grounding, breathing, posture, perceptual awareness,
hydrotherapy, neutral mind and meditation.
When we allow ourselves to be totally honest with how we are feeling in our body, we can be
present to the embodiment process and then we can start to observe those places that need our
love and attention, so they can heal and recover. The body informs us when something is not
healthy and that something in our body or life needs to change in order to rebalance and heal.
Thus we need to learn to love and connect into our body while listening to the body’s messages,
tuning into what the body needs to keep us balanced, healthy and embodied.
Guardian Groups Leaving
Along with structural shifts that have occurred in the planetary architecture, as well as rippling
throughout the Solar System, since the end of last year there are major changes occurring in the
Guardian Host Administration levels. The changing of the guard reflects a new Cosmic
Management Structure that is designed to serve the changing needs of the varieties of human and
non-human groups that require different stages of spiritual rehabilitation and transiting during
this phase of embodiment. As a result, some Guardian Groups that had been established with
certain mission protocols are now being retired from their position in the field, and being replaced
with representative groups from the Interdimensional Free World Councils. Violations have been
noted in the genetic modification programs and the use of humans for the express purpose of
slavery and experimentation in our Solar System. Council tribunals were held at the end of last
summer to bring witness to some of the extra-terrestrial and human groups involved in trafficking
humans and bartering resources on and off the planet. Some Star seeds on the earth were present
to give testimony back to those tribunals as evidence for imposed slavery upon the human race,
through genetic modification experiments without their knowledge or consent. As a consequence,
our planet is undergoing gradual clean-up of these networks used for the Galactic slave trade, as
above so below.

Rise of Paliadorians
We have ended a five-year cycle and begun another five-year cycle that is themed as the Rise
of the Paliadorians, where those that begin to embody the Paliadorian Activations will activate
higher DNA imprints in order to return the earth to the rightful benevolent stewardship of loving
Guardians.
Many more representatives from the Krystal Star Interdimensional Free World Councils
(IFWC) are becoming more present with this realm in this five year period. This begins to mark
the Return of the Guardians to the lower creation realms, to fulfil the Paliadorian Covenant for
our location in the Universal Time Matrix. As a result, they are gradually contacting those on
earth who are direct representatives for them, as a result of Krystic spiritual missions on earth,
and have been inducted into the Free World Councils over the last year to help support the
transition of Ascension Earth after the bifurcation event. Those inducted into the IFWC are
connected with Guardian Groups that have committed to live a lifestyle of Service to Others
orientation, to re-educate oneself towards the Law of One, and have embodied enough threshold
of higher light consciousness within their physical expression on earth.
Since 2012, the primary Aurora Guardian projects are the rehabilitation of the planetary grid
network to be able to hold sections of living light energetic current that are not based in bi-wave
coding reversals, and to recode the anti-life current and gradually confiscate the AI structures
that operate the alien machinery and NETs. The reversal current is designed to feed alien
machinery and frequency NETS in the lower dimensions, as well as generate the split between
the proton and electron spin so that the proper gender merge cannot occur during Ascension.
The NAA do whatever they can to reverse gender principles and amplify extremism in the
polarities, in order to confuse us in the forces of chaos. The energetic merge into the tri-wave
current is the unification of the gender principles in the consciousness units, represented by the
trinity, the Mother, Father and Offspring principles throughout the blueprint of creation.
Paliadorian Activation
The Paliadorian activation began with the Ophiuchus transmissions throughout last
December and will continue for those Star seeds that are on the earth for the reclamation of the
Christos-Sophia mission, that includes the support for disclosure and the re-education of
humanity towards the Law of One.
In their infinite love for creation, the original Diamond Sun races, the Paliadorians, established
the Covenant of Paliador millions of years ago to reclaim the fragmented souls as a result of
Taran Explosion and to retrieve the subsequent lost souls and their fragments buried in the matter
fields of the earth and in other planets.
The Covenant of Paliador encompasses a massive scope of locating lost souls, transiting
consciousness, collecting and recovering fragments of souls that need bodies, routing attachments,
pieces of bodies and consciousness units that need to be recovered in order to return them to the
possibility of continuing evolution through the Cosmic Time Matrix. It is possible to recover
consciousness units intermixed with the planetary miasma and alien machinery, to reclaim them
from the mirrored reflection of their holographic symmetry that exists within their shattered

pieces, as the reflection of the piece of consciousness will hold a record of the original diamond
sun form.
The Paliadorians are the Sphere of Amenti consciousness that can provide the Krystal host
matrix template for all disembodied or fragmented consciousness in the lower systems, to be able
to inhabit a body that allows that consciousness to continue an evolutionary journey that is
capable of ascension and biological consciousness expansion. Apparently in this lower realm, the
main issue has been disembodied consciousness that has become parasitic in order to survive, and
has not had any option for embodiment so that it could evolve into something higher. The
Paliadorians can build new bodies for those who are disembodied, so that they can evolve and be
transited out of the phantom underworlds. However, in order to receive an ascending body, the
consciousness must be willing to renounce parasitism and accept rehabilitation into another
location through the Guardian Host.
It is important to recognize that the forces involved in the Luciferian Rebellion, the Belial
Group, have a great resistance towards the fulfilment of the Covenant of Paliador. The Luciferian
Covenant was established directly to attempt to destroy its main objectives, the reclamation of
Christos, as well as the reclamation of many fragmented souls that are used for energy harvesting
in the lower realms. They may continually refuse the invitation from the Paliadorians and Krystal
Star to accept ascending bodies, which potentially means their future extermination from this
realm. As a result, Star seeds undergoing the Paliadorian activation may encounter resistance and
potentially dark attack to thwart the comprehension of the greater mission and the embodiment
potentials that it holds.
Thus, the Paliadorians are embodying now in order to address more of the lost soul fragments
and heal the pain body suffering that has been a result of exploding planets and the severe
fragmentation caused from artificial machinery and alien software running Metatronic feeds, that
siphon energy from the earth for parasitic purposes. The reversal Metatronic field is designed to
break down the astral body, break down the heart complex, it’s about shattering the heart and
soul into many pieces so it cannot activate the permanent seed atom and diamond crystal lotus
heart that flowers in the higher heart centre within the thymus gland.
In order to be released of the Paliadorian Seal and Death Seal the requirement is the
comprehension and embodiment of the basic principles of Natural Laws. The key is behaving in
harmlessness and in kind ways to others. The development of virtues and a strong moral character
is what helps us to work towards living the Law of One as a lifestyle, and is a necessity for
evolving on the path to becoming GSF.
The Paliadorians hold the access into the Universal Stargates and the many internal structures
of transit stations that exist inside every planet in our Solar System, which accesses into the many
branches of the consciousness corridors that individuals or soul groups will move into for their
continued evolution and learning in the next planetary schema or ascension earth.
RA Confederacy
The specific RA Guardian group that acts as the active principle in working to fulfil the
Covenant of Paliador on the earth, is a section of the RA Confederacy that exists in the Seven

Higher Heavens in the next Universe and contacts us through the Gold Ray or the 14th
dimensional Stargate. The RA Confederacy has segments of root races that are referred to as the
Azurites, Aton, Ammonites, Viriagian Masters and the 5D Guardian Pleiadean Groups called
Aztaras. The Pleiadean Groups such as Aztaras and Mayans are taking most of the load in helping
to heal the earth soul groups loading out and moving into 5D evolutionary potentials, such as
reintegrating the astral body, healing the heart complex, healing the shadow and pain body of
deep trauma, and assisting with single soul occupancy embodiment. This light body and
consciousness rehabilitation support may occur while incarnated in the physical and when
actually going through bardo process while dropping the body.
The Azurite shield from the Sirian Guardian Yeshua project was used to protect the Law of
One consciousness records on the earth for the Azurite representatives, as well as some Blue
Flame Melchizedeks involved in the Egyptian timelines. This structure was absorbed into the
Breneau Emerald Order shield recently, which has replaced the entire consciousness shield
network for Guardian Host representatives, to contain the shield splits and the AI assimilation
coding that was running in the Azurite and Indigo shield. This event allows for the 4th
dimensional diamond seed heart of the Andromedan Matrix, the Aqualasha, to help reconfigure
the earth’s astral body, the heart complex and override the timelines of the terrible destruction of
the heart of planet earth by exploding the Giza Stargate.
The Guardian previously known as Akhenaton while incarnated, is from the Aton group and
is intimately involved with the reclamation of Christos mission, the Paliadorian Activations on
the earth. His mission is designed to protect those who are from the original Yeshua bloodlines,
which he was involved in bringing to the planet, while working with the Azurite teams over 2,000
years ago. He is the original family patriarch as it is his bloodline that propagates in the Krystic
bloodlines still today, although much misinformation is still propagated about him.
Jesus Christ (aka J12) is a Sirian Blue Human from the future that came to change the 3rd
dimensional timelines and bring the Essenes, Christos Templars and Law of One Ascension
knowledge and its consciousness technology back to planet earth. He is a direct descendent of
Akhenaton’s genetics, as a result he is the father of all Christ lines on earth. This mission was in
response to the DNA damage the planet and humanity had most recently suffered after the
Luciferian Rebellion, and then the after the Sumerian-Egypt Invasion, which was the final
destruction of the Mother’s Staff principle in the earth core.
His group mission under the direction of the High Lyran-Sirian council was to work with the
future earth 5D Tara multi-dimensional Templar crew called the Azurites, originally organized
by the RA Confederacy. The disbanded Azurite team is now hosted directly by the Holy Emerald
Order. As a team they were working with repairing the planetary architecture, doing Soul
Retrieval from the Lemurian Holocaust and Atlantean Cataclysm, preparing the Ley Lines,
Planetary Grid Network and Planetary Gates to help align for the ending Ascension Cycle. The
collaboration of Guardian teams continues in the next cycle of the Rise of the Paliadorians in
order to fulfil the physicalization of the Covenant of Paliador through the reclamation of the
Christos-Sophia and Amenti soul rescue mission.
Delineated Sections in Bifurcated Earth

The bifurcation event has revealed a series of scaffolding that appears similar to the Cosmic
Tree of Life, as the branches are directing groups at every level of dimensional experience to their
next highest expression in order to continue the building of their single occupied spirit body.
Placed within the planetary architecture is a platform that acts as the grounding mechanism and
location in time and space, to which the human energy field and light body connect into the earth
realities. The spectrum of frequency and dimensional plane structure from which the body
receives support is from a larger group system of collective energy.
Currently, the structural changes in the morphogenetic field have generated platforms for the
light body grounding mechanism that are used by many different soul groups in the human tribes
and this appears to be included in the delineated sections within the bifurcated layers of the earth
realm. The section of the timeline field that remains visible for access for each person is
dependent on their fundamental frequency, blueprint and consciousness embodiment levels. They
see what their consciousness embodiment level allows them to access. The synchronization of
groups into certain frequency areas of the earth timelines has been merged within each section of
the earth’s collective consciousness fields. The bifurcation has occurred in the internal structures
and the section of access is dependent on one’s light body development. What this means is that
each soul group has been synchronized into a larger body of group consciousness, that acts as the
primary holder of the collective consciousness energy that specific group primarily draws upon
for its continued sustenance and spiritual growth. The planetary interface that feedbacks energy
into the individual form is more complex now, in how it draws upon and circulates consciousness
energy for each person. How mass collective energy is distributed and manifests from smaller
systems that connect directly into larger systems of collective energy fields, has changed forever.
This is to say where we have grounded and had access to energy fields on earth has fundamentally
shifted, and our body and consciousness must adjust to these energetic changes and new
grounding locations, that impact our entire internal energy circuitry system.
Here is a basic description of the delineated areas that are currently visible in the earth body
and are being administered to by those working with the Guardian Host and Paliadorian
rehabilitation and repair projects.
Higher Ascension Earth Timeline
In the highest section, the Ascension Earth Star template encompasses the entire planetary
consciousness body of all earth inhabitants that exist at every level, and all delineations and
sections in this field are visible and accessible to those who ground directly into this platform or
use their orb body on Ascension Earth. Access into the Taran body and Gaian body are fully
available to this group. Those groups from the Andromedan Matrix also can move into the
diamond heart of the Aqualasha Galaxy from this platform. At this level there are no lower
chakras or membranes, only spherical morphogenetic energy centres connected in the physical
body. Continuing to expand consciousness and ground into the Ascension Earth body is made
available to all earth inhabitants who continue to participate with spiritual ascension development
and to increase their fundamental light frequency by practicing the Law of One. Higher
Ascension Earth timeline is the overall stabilizer and buffer field that holds the ascension
platform hosting for all the other sections of the planetary field.
Median Earth Timeline

The previous 3D earth reality in the lower density, which many of us incarnated into and still
hold the morphogenetic memory imprint of, has moved into what is considered a lower section
of the Median Earth timeline. Most of the inhabitants of earth are grounding into a section of
this platform, which comprises the planets Incension movement into the in-between spaces that
circulates a mixture of the previous 3D Ray system as it is transiting into the new Aurora Ray
system, for upgrading the base shield chakra wave spectrums that process 4D-5D-6D
consciousness streams. This currently creates a Blended Earth reality that is used during the
acclimation period and transition over the next 1000 or so years to eventually move out of these
blended reality timelines. Lower sections of Median Earth bring the problems of elemental
corruption, while higher areas have elemental substance that has never been exposed to AI or the
alien NET.
Essentially this shifts dimensionalization and matter manifestation as we have known it, as the
quality of energy spectrum shifts, and this change in the law of structure has been defined as the
Morphogenesis cycle. As a result of these frequency changes in the relative chakra wave solar
spectrum, many non-terrestrials that had operated in the old dimensional system must leave, as
many of these life forms do not have ascending body potentials. In other dimensions in time,
where we would consider these as human groups that have departed the material realm, have also
been moved into the Median Earth timeline. This means potential communication with those
who have departed may increase or speaking with passed on loved ones will become easier in
these realms. As a result, more people may encounter visitation or communication with those
ancestors or loved ones that once lived on the earth in a physical body, but are now existing in
another dimension of time in a less dense body.
Hibernation Zones
These are areas used by the NAA to sequester lost souls from Tara and other soul fragments
in a section of the earth’s corrupted elemental and matter field, in order to continue to direct AI
technology and alien machinery that is used to harvest the life force energy from these soul
groups. Consciousness that has gotten trapped in the hibernation zones from repeated
reincarnation or other issues of soul fragmentation, cannot evolve or move out from this location
and thus will gradually be retrieved and transited by Guardian teams over a longer term. This is
still a hostile and high risk area for remote viewing or holographic fieldwork.
Inner Earth Timeline
Inner Earth timelines allow an access into the Trans harmonic fields, this is the ability to easily
slide back and forth into the parallel realities. The aperture into the Inner Earth timelines has
been opening up gradually on the earth surface since 2000, and many people have had direct
contact from the inner earth residents that are a mixture of the more advanced human and
reptilian civilizations. Recently, some of these civilizations have been chastised for giving
deceptive information in the New Age channellings to earth humans on the surface. These groups
were essentially afraid that surface inhabitants would invade the inner earth civilization and
destroy their more advanced culture, so they spread a lot of disinformation. Inner earth residents
consider earth surface inhabitants to be hybrids that are mixed with the refugee races and
criminals minds, making surface inhabitants much more hostile and violent.

They do not have war or kill each other, so this apprehension towards surface earth inhabitants
is understandable. Most do not completely understand the reality of the NAA Invasion and mind
control on the surface. Even though the Inner Earth residents are much more advanced and have
access to technology that surface inhabitants don’t have, they are also undergoing revelations of
deeper truth and spiritual ascension to embody into their next higher potentials. Surface Earth
soul groups may also return to the Inner Earth timelines during bardo, if that is the soul family
they are most intimately connected to continue the next stage of their journey to skip forward in
time. It is possible that in the future, bardo will not be necessary for a surface dweller to return
back into the Inner Earth, as the Trans harmonic field access makes time travel easier. These are
future humans and they look very much like we do on the surface, with the exception of living
much longer, and appearing younger, taller and more symmetrical.
AI Assimilation Earth Timeline
This is the timeline the NAA are aggressively fighting for, as they want to maintain control
over their preferred bloodlines, to mainstream Satanism and continue to harvest the lost souls
and fragments that they have been using as an energetic source to fuel a variety of virtual reality
systems and time loops. These groups try to lure human soul groups into these phantom realities
that are propped up as virtual realities that glamourize an assortment of trendy and elitist
lifestyles, with high adrenaline or addictive sensual or erotic experiences, all with machines. This
destroys loving human connections that are transmitted through human contact, by replacing
basic human needs with a machined consciousness.
Essentially this is the realm of AI powered virtual reality systems based on technological alien
machinery being accepted as the preferred method of developing “superior” consciousness
lifestyles, through a series of transhumanist and bio-tech methods that exploit neuro-biological
systems and organic consciousness, by replicating them into synthetics and machines. In these
timelines, the inhabitants do not know the difference between organic consciousness and
machined consciousness, and have not experienced the reality of the soul-spiritual anatomy, and
may often refuse to believe that spiritual bodies even exist.
Time travel is used between multiple virtual reality systems that operate in a similar way to
real time chat rooms, where a person can bounce from one reality to another, experiencing a past
or future timeline, but each reality is still locked down into an AI powered virtual reality system.
Generally, once the mind is uploaded into the AI Server the person’s consciousness is subjected
to the replication of their consciousness into the variety of chat rooms, that they cannot discern
as a consciousness trap. The illusion the AI provides is the sensation of freedom, from traveling
in the span of multiple virtual realities, but in truth the AI controls the consciousness simulation
experience throughout the time travel or external consciousness experience. The Secret Space
Programs and Intelligence agencies along with the NAA have been an intricate part of generating
these AI virtual realities since the end of World War II.
Complications with Corrupted Elementals in NET’s
As a direct result of the Luciferian Covenant, the Belial group exposed the planet to other
invaders that spread death marks and beast coding into the NETS, which generated a host of
genetic mutations in the lower section of the matter field of 1D-2D-3D. The Paliadorian

Activation, Aquaelle Andromedan Amplifiers (i.e. Aqualeyon, Aquarose, Aquareion, etc.) and
the Aqualasha Diamond Heart Rays are addressing these mutations in a combined bio-genetic
healing program that may be administered in a variety of ways during sleep state or through direct
contact for those on the ascending path, aspiring to embody the Law of One as a lifestyle.
As we move into the next cycle, these areas in the physical body that have been impacted by
the lower NET mutations in the corrupted 3D elemental structure, will undergo sequential reencryption process in order to release and remove the AI mutations, Paliadorian seal and alien
beast marks recorded in the physical structure. This is a macrocosm project that impacts the earth
realm, although there are those that have embodied and cleared this mutation from their
consciousness body previously. This will manifest some kind of physical ascension symptoms for
most people, and thus why increasing body awareness, taking good care of the body and
participating towards greater embodiment levels are crucial at this time. The primary areas of
clearing AI NET distortions are in the subatomic body layers 1D, impacting the Skeletal and
Bone Matrix, the Skin, Tissue and Blood Matrix in 2D and the Epigenetic overlays that influence
the Negative Ego software programs in all three layers, but manifest primarily through the 3D
conscious mind and personality.
Paying attention to these areas in the physical body and working to help support higher
spiritual embodiment will support the release and re-encryption of these mutations that are
connected to the human collective consciousness programs running to corrupt elemental matter.

Beloved Holy Presence, with all of my heart, intent and consent I request to terminate any
NETS, and their epigenetic and negative ego alien structures, which I have unknowingly cocreated with that were harmful to my body, spirit or consciousness. I ask the Beloved Holy
Presence of my True Mother and Father, to eliminate any Fibonacci spiral coding or reversal life
sequences that emerge from a point of attachment in any of my bodies, physically, emotionally,
mentally or spiritually. Please terminate all parasitic actions, AI mutations and their NET
attachments to my living structure and form. Please terminate all alien bonds and corrupted
elements that have siphoned my life force, from past, present and future. I dedicate my entire
consciousness and life force to the purpose of regrowing my Christos Sophia consciousness, to
build and sustain the highest expression of my divinity in the structure of my diamond sun body
on the earth, as God would have it be. Thank you!
Please only take what is useful for your spiritual growth and discard all the rest. Thank you
for your courage and bravery to be a truth seeker. I am God, Sovereign, Free!
Wishing you many blessings of love, peace and spiritual fulfilment in the Morphogenesis
Cycle and Paliadorian Activations, as we adjust to our new alignment in the higher harmonic to
fulfil our greatest destiny path!
Until next, stay in the luminosity of your Avatar Christos Sophia heart path. Please be kind
to yourself and each other. GSF!
With a Loving heart, Lisa

